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The Journey of Desire 2016 eldredge invites readers to rediscover god given desire and to search again
for the life they once dreamed of
John of the Cross 2020-11-19 through the dark night of the soul to the depiction of the erotically
charged union of the soul and god the poetry and prose works of the spanish friar john of the cross 1542
1591 offer a striking account of the transformation of the individual in the course of the christian life
john of the cross desire transformation and selfhood argues that these writings are animated by john s
own creative and subtly conceptualized notion of erotic desire john s understanding of desire has the
potential to enrich recent theological discussion of the subject but it has been curiously neglected in
past scholarship to correct this lacuna this study undertakes a detailed historical analysis in three
parts firstly it attends to the patristic medieval and sixteenth century spanish influences on john s
writings showing how john reworks a long tradition of biblical christian and platonic reflection on the
concept secondly it traces the importance of desire through john s writings demonstrating how he develops
the theme through his poetry his anthropology of the soul and his account of the spiritual ascent thirdly
it explores the reception of his writings in the twentieth century demonstrating how particular modern
philosophical and theological commitments have prevented scholars from recognising the rich and
distinctive shape of john s theological vision john s account of the transformation of the self with its
hopeful vision of the graced transformation of the soul s desires has significance beyond the constrained
modern categories of systematic theology christian spirituality pastoral theology and mysticism it is a
vision that is worthy of recovery today
The Journey of Desire Study Guide Expanded Edition 2017-03-21 chasing after what god has in store for you
most contemporary americans share the same dilemma they long for purpose in life but they re not sure how
to find it or even what it might look like if they did yet the little known truth is that the secret of a
person s true purpose is coded in the desires of his or her own heart in this revised and updated study
guide bestselling author john eldredge takes you deeper into the secret of finding that life identifying
the battle over your heart and embracing all god has in store for you packed with questions stories and
discussion topics this study guide features counsel for the journey the central truths to discover in
each chapter inspiration a song or movie selection from john that will help you along your journey tracks
of a fellow traveler a personal note from fellow traveller stasi eldredge leader s guide a new leader s
guide to help you guide groups through the material destiny lies locked in your heart the keys of release
are your hidden desires and by examining them in light of god s design you can discover the best route to
an authentic and fulfilling life will you take that journey
Desire Study Guide 2007-10-14 above all else scripture urges guard your heart for it is the wellspring of
life proverbs 4 23 but how how do we follow this warning how do we protect our hearts in this dangerous
story in which we live it all depends says john eldredge on how you handle desire how you handle your
heart s desire is how you handle your heart and how you handle desire also reeals what you think of god
we ve been told to kill desire and call it sanctification but there is another way in this companion to



the book desire craig mcconnell and john eldredge show you the path to a deeper more passionate and more
fulfilling walk with god by helping you recover and navigate the deep desires of your heart designed for
personal use and for study groups this guide will help you uncover the desires god has placed in your
heart when he made you resurrect your heart from disappointment and unmet desire so you can hope and
dream again expose the impostors that cheat our desires and trap our hearts in addiction embrace desire
as an act of faith walk with god in the journey of desire
An Interpretation of Desire 2004 spanning gagnon s work from the 1970s and extending through to the 1990s
these essays constitute an essential work on the study of sexuality in the twentieth century
The Journey of Desire 2000-03-06 sometimes it seems we just can t get what we want circumstances thwart
our best laid plans we struggle to live a heartfelt life worst of all says eldredge the modern church
mistakenly teaches its people to kill desire calling it sin and replace it with duty or obligation
calling it sanctification as a result at best christians tend to live safe boring lives of resignation at
worst their desire eventually breaks out in destructive ways such as substance abuse affairs and
pornography addictions in the journey of desire eldredge invites readers to rediscover god given desire
and to search again for the life they once dreamed of
The Language of Desire 2021-06-08 expressivism has been dominating much of the metaethical debate of the
past three decades the aim of this book is to address a number of questions that have been neglected in
the previous discussion these primarily concern the psychological commitments and the methodological
status of expressivism as well as important differences and similarities between the approaches of the
classic expressivists ayer stevenson hare blackburn und gibbard
The Constraints of Desire 1990 first published in 1990 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company
Desire 2007-10-14 can we find a life filled with passion without being overwhelmed by it in this
groundbreaking book john eldredge invites readers to acknowledge the significance of desire abandon
resignation and embark on an adventure he calls our heart s most important journey eldredge writes there
is a secret set within each of our hearts it is the desire for life as it was meant to be yet how do we
uncover our desires and learn to decipher them as eldredge says we all share the same dilemma we long for
life and we re not sure where to find it we wonder if we ever do find it can we make it last we must
journey to find the life we prize and the guide we have been given is the desire set deep within the
desire we often overlook or mistake for something else or even choose to ignore the greatest human
tragedy is to give up the search many good people have been told that the path to a holy life requires us
to kill our hearts desires and call it sanctification but in this re release of one of eldredge s most
inspiring works we discover that god is the author of our deepest desires he has given us desire and he
loves to fulfill our hearts desires for as the psalms declare delight yourself in the lord and he will
give you the desires of your heart 37 4 god is calling to you through the desires of your heart how you
respond will set the course for the rest of your life desire is a profound and winsome call to walk into



the heart of god and hear him sing to your soul about his love in a world of frenzy and clamor about
desire we often miss the ache that lifts our face to look into his eyes this book will stir your heart
and invite you to know the one desire that captures all passion for his purpose drink in this work and
your life will not be the same dan allender author the healing path
The Direction of Desire 2023-10-27 this book examines lacanian psychoanalysis and christian mystical
theology demonstrating the former s potential for reinvigorating spiritual direction the author outlines
how current methods of spiritual direction become saturated with self help psycho pop methodologies and
that desire has therefore been foreclosed in these practices he suggests that the root of this is a focus
on positive affective experientialism which means spiritual direction must focus on emotional wholeness
healing and positivity finally he argues that a new dialogue between john of the cross a mystic whose
writings on spiritual direction formulate part of the core of the catholic spiritual tradition and
jacques lacan can open the way for a spiritual direction beyond the confines of experientialism the book
concludes that we can only escape the experiential commodification of spiritual direction by critiquing
the drive to experience in and of itself this novel work will appeal in particular to students and
scholars of psychoanalysis religion philosophy and critical theory
The Conversion and Therapy of Desire 2016-04-21 the first fruits of the literary career of st augustine
the great theologian and christian philosopher par excellence are the dialogues he wrote at cassiciacum
in italy following his famous conversion in milan in 386 ad these four little books largely neglected by
scholars investigate knowledge ethics metaphysics the problem of evil and the intriguing relationship of
god and the soul they also take up the ancient philosophical project of identifying the principles and
practices that heal human desires in order to attain happiness renewing this philosophical endeavor with
insights from christian theology augustine s later books such as the confessions would continue this
project of healing desire as would the writings of others including boethius anselm and aquinas mark
boone s the conversion and therapy of desire investigates the roots of this project at cassiciacum where
augustine is developing a christian theology of desire informed by neoplatonism but transformed by
christian teaching and practices
The Summer of Desire 1960 bestselling author eldredge encourages readers to reclaim their souls by
exploring more deeply the god given passions that lie within their hearts embracing the journey to the
life they prize
The Journey of Desire Journal and Guidebook 2002 includes two books authored by john eldredge sacred
romance and desire
Desire & Sacred Romance 2-in-1 2009-11-03 in discourses of desire linda s kauffman looks at a neglected
genre the love letters written by literary heroines tracing the development of the genre from ovid to the
twentieth century novel kauffman explores through provocative and incisive readings the important
implications of these amatory discourses for an understanding of fictive representation in general among
the texts kauffman treats are ovid s heroides heloise s letters to abelard the letters of a portuguese



nun clarissa jane eyre the turn of the screw absalom absalom and the three marias new portuguese letters
drawing on the work of such theorists as todorov genette barthes bakhtin lacan and derrida kauffman
demonstrates how the codes of love shape intertextual dialogues among these works in which each
innovation in the genre is simultaneously a response to and a departure from the one preceding it
throughout she pays particular attention to the unsettling questions that the genre s shared thematic
preoccupations and formal characteristics pose for concepts of gender authorship genre and mimesis
drawing on poststructuralism and psychoanalytic criticism to extend the boundaries of feminist theory
kauffman makes a significant contribution to contemporary critical discussions of writing and gender
mimesis and narrative discourse and poetics and politics her book broad in its scope and far reaching in
its implications will be valuable reading for anyone interested in feminist criticism literary theory and
literary history
Discourses of Desire 2019-06-30 een man die zeventien jaar in de gevangenis heeft gezeten voor een moord
die hij niet heeft gepleegd gaat op zoek naar de echte daders
The Tiger of Desire 1992 echoes of desire variously invokes and interrogates a number of historicist and
feminist premises about tudor and stuart literature by examining the connections between the anti
petrarchan tradition and mainstream petrarchan poetry it also addresses some of the broader implications
of contemporary critical methodologies heather dubrow offers an alternative to the two predominant models
used in previous treatments of petrarchism the all powerful poet and silenced mistress on the one hand
and the poet as subservient patron on the other
Echoes of Desire 2018-03-15 2022 catholic media association second place award in theology morality
ethics christology mariology and redemption for some decades the work of carmelite theologian constance
fitzgerald ocd has been a well known secret not only among students and practitioners of carmelite
spirituality but also among spiritual directors spiritual writers retreatants vowed religious women and
men and christian theologians this collection sets out to introduce the work of sister constance to a
wider and more diverse audience women and men who seek to strengthen themselves on the spiritual journey
who yearn to deepen personal or scholarly theological and religious reflection and who want to make sense
of the times in which we live to this end this volume curates seven of sister constance s articles with
probing and responsive essays written by ten theologians contributors include susie paulik babka colette
ackerman ocd roberto s goizueta margaret r pfeil alex milkulich andrew prevot laurie cassidy maria teresa
morgan bryan n massingale m catherine hilkert op
Desire, Darkness, and Hope 2021-06-04 written for skeptics and believers alike a climate of desire is an
unconventional blend of the provocative ecological wisdom of the biblical writers with contemporary
insights from sustainability experts and practitioners as we enter an increasingly agitated virtual age
and what many affirm is a new period of global warming the way ahead demands rethinking and collaboration
it also calls us to reconsider our longings and desires hence this book bringing popular culture faith
and science into dialogue filled with anecdotes suprising flashbacks of history and concrete and



visionary possibilities for change these pages will both challenge and inspire you to follow a forgotten
path that s filled with hope for the decades to come climateofdesire com
A Climate of Desire 2018-08-27 eldredge and his teachings go against the grain of most people s resigned
thoughts that they can never live a life as full of passion as they once hoped for
Dare to Desire 2002 desire such a beguiling word almost a phrase unto itself what comes to mind are the
more mundane wishes leading to a sensual state of mind such would adequately describe my intentions and
you will find them in the upcoming pages nothing radical or unusual but an unrestricted vocalization of
my thoughts hopes and eventually my desires i hope everyone will find the words to tell your significant
other how you feel and if love is a reality for you then i wish you well
Desire 2016-03-24 picture a world where large corporations are as powerful as sovereign states imagine
that some of these large corporations engineer organisms from scratch and that the novel critters can
fetch a bundle of dough no wonder blueprints for these creatures are pilfered and sold in a market of
shady enterprises now envisage one of these corporations clandestinely hiring you to catch the thieves
stealing their prized innovations only you find you first have to get past an iconoclastic organization
that has taken umbrage to corporate dominance and is shooting back and they are kittens compared to the
crafty varmints who fight to own the establishment and have you caught in the crossfire how would you
feel like novice detective kurt sprigg face to face life or death with the mechanisms of desire
Mechanisms of Desire 2012-01-17 after serving seventeen years in prison for a murder he did not commit
iain forward is finally free but iain can only think of the past of the mysterious events in singapore
that lead to his arrest ignoring the pleas of his wife he struggles towards the real story surrounding
his imprisonment obsessed with finding out who framed him and why iain uncovers a web of conspiracy
treachery and violence surrounding his old life but there are those who will stop at nothing to ensure
what he has found remains hidden at any cost
Tiger of Desire 2015-02-26 the best introduction for the general reader to georg wilhelm friedrich hegel
s phenomenology of spirit
The Logic of Desire 2007 presents kamadeva the hindu god of desire in tales art and ritual also covers
kamadeva s appearance in buddhist lore
God of Desire 2006-06-01 a comprehensive guide to european actors in american film this book brings
together 15 chapters with a z entries on over 900 individuals it includes case studies of prominent
individuals and phenomena associated with the emigres such as the stereotyping of european actresses in
bad women roles and the irony of jewish actors playing nazis
Journeys of Desire 2019-07-25 acts of desire is a study of theatrical depictions of illicit female
sexuality from seduction and prostitution to bigamy and adultery from the beginning of the nineteenth
century through to the 1930s
Acts of Desire 2013-04-18 in medieval culture the consideration of language is deeply connected to other
aspects of the system of knowledge one interesting connection takes place between theories of language



and theories of larger concepts such as love and desire the syntax of desire is an interdisciplinary
examination of the interlacing operation of syntax and desire in three medieval grammars theological
linguistic and poetic exploring three representative aspects of medieval language theory elena lombardi
uncovers the ways in which syntax and desire were interrelated in the middle ages she suggests that in
augustine s theology the creative act of god in the universe emerges as a syntax that the human
individual must interpret by means of desire in the linguistic theory of the modistae she sees the syntax
of language as parallel to a syntax of reality one organized by the desiring interplay of matter and form
in dante s poetry she argues that the language of the fallen human is bound together by the syntax of
poetry an act of desire that restores language to its primitive innocence in addition to detailed
analyses of medieval texts the syntax of desire examines some aspects of the same relationship in light
of contemporary linguistics philosophy of language and psychoanalysis
The Syntax of Desire 2007-01-01 the book that helped make michael pollan the new york times bestselling
author of cooked and the omnivore s dilemma one of the most trusted food experts in america in 1637 one
dutchman paid as much for a single tulip bulb as the going price of a town house in amsterdam three and a
half centuries later amsterdam is once again the mecca for people who care passionately about one
particular plant though this time the obsessions revolves around the intoxicating effects of marijuana
rather than the visual beauty of the tulip how could flowers of all things become such objects of desire
that they can drive men to financial ruin in the botany of desire michael pollan argues that the answer
lies at the heart of the intimately reciprocal relationship between people and plants in telling the
stories of four familiar plant species that are deeply woven into the fabric of our lives pollan
illustrates how they evolved to satisfy humankinds s most basic yearnings and by doing so made themselves
indispensable for just as we ve benefited from these plants the plants in the grand co evolutionary
scheme that pollan evokes so brilliantly have done well by us the sweetness of apples for example induced
the early americans to spread the species giving the tree a whole new continent in which to blossom so
who is really domesticating whom weaving fascinating anecdotes and accessible science into gorgeous prose
pollan takes us on an absorbing journey that will change the way we think about our place in nature
The Botany of Desire 2001-06-12 theology in the modern era often assumes that the consummate form of
theological discourse is objective prose ignoring or condemning apophatic traditions and the spiritual
eros that drives them for too long kierkegaard has been read along these lines as a progenitor of
twentieth century neo orthodoxy and a stern critic of the erotic in all its forms in contrast hughes
argues that kierkegaard envisions faith fundamentally as a form of infinite insatiable eros he depicts
the essential purpose of kierkegaard s writing as to elicit ever greater spiritual desire not to provide
the satisfactions of doctrine or knowledge hughes s argument revolves around close readings of
provocative disparate and in many cases little known kierkegaardian texts the thread connecting all of
these texts is that they each conjure up some sort of performative stage setting which they invite
readers to enter by analyzing the theological function of these texts the book sheds new light on the



role of the aesthetic in kierkegaard s authorship his surprising affinity for liturgy and sacrament and
his overarching effort to conjoin eros for god with this worldly love
Kierkegaard and the Staging of Desire 2014-07-02 strange curses unnatural gifts and a spectre with a
mission populate the second collection of horror stories from british fantasy award winner john gilbert
award winning journalist and author john gilbert is the managing editor of fear magazine alphabet of
desires is his second short story collection and is published as a prelude to the launch of his new novel
passover which is published later this year john divides his time between his house in seven dials
brighton which he describes as a work in progress and a flat in south london
Alphabet of Desire 2013-05-21 hilarious satire of academia set in a northern california university
literature department
The Desire of My Eyes 1991 first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company
Frenzy of Desire 1957 the courtly love tradition had a great influence on the themes of religious poetry
just as an absent beloved could be longed for passionately so too could a distant god be the subject of
desire but when authors began to perceive god as immanently available did the nature and interpretation
of devotional verse change ryan netzley argues that early modern religious lyrics presented both desire
and reading as free loving activities rather than as endless struggles or dramatic quests reading desire
and the eucharist analyzes the work of prominent early modern writers including john milton richard
crashaw john donne and george herbert whose religious poetry presented parallels between sacramental
desire and the act of understanding written texts netzley finds that by directing devotees to crave
spiritual rather than worldly goods these poets questioned ideas not only of what people should desire
but also how they should engage in the act of yearning challenging fundamental assumptions of literary
criticism reading desire and the eucharist shows how poetry can encourage love for its own sake rather
than in the hopes of salvation
The Handmaid of Desire 2003-07 amanda and sam watched silently as the truck rounded the corner and
disappeared behind the church in the deep recesses of her memory amanda heard the voice of her grandmamma
from long ago saying joy comes to those who dream destruction to those who scheme as a child amanda
always knew that she wanted to be a mother growing up through the twenties and into the great depression
amanda is a headstrong woman in a world that doesn t want to accept her now she is trapped in a loveless
marriage far away from the family who cares about her while her husband sam is paying more attention than
amanda likes to another woman luke sam s brother is the only one who makes amanda feel like she s loved
dreaming of a way to bring joy into her life amanda dares to enter into a conspiracy that sinks her and
sam even further into deceit and lies will amanda be able to make something out of her life and find true
happiness or is she already too far down a path that will lead to nothing but destruction for her and her
family verla powers s moving story of a wife s desire to become a mother will captivate and inspire
anyone who has unfulfilled dreams



Rene Girard and Myth 2014-06-11 this book is an intimate study of the three giants in irish literary
history oscar wilde william butler yeats and james joyce in addition to constructing a narrative of
irelands political and literary past vicki mahaffey interweaves the lives and writing of the authors into
a portrait of national imagination shaped not only by a vast cultural and mythic heritage but also by the
hard fact of english political domination states of desire argues that what people desire is
fundamentally connected to how they write and read not only do language and narrative shape desire and
vice versa but because these processes are socially conditioned some political circumstances such as
those present in ireland at the turn of the century foster experimental desire more successfully than
others mahaffey s contribution to the critical discourse on literary modernism is to assign a political
motive to the art of modernist wordplay in doing so she offers a more compelling and socially driven
version of the oft told tale of literary modernism irish writers she argues sought to disrupt the
rigidity of political thinking and social control by turning language into a weapon by opening up
infinite new possibilities of meaning and association linguistic play makes it impossible for thought to
be monopolized by the state or any other institutional power in this light the text becomes a prism of
political cultural and erotic desires a fountain of conscious and unconscious linguistic suggestion
defying semantic control and refuting societal repression wilde yeats and joyce literally fought in their
lives and in their work for a freedom of expression which as was painfully evidenced in the case of wilde
was not to be had for the asking
Reading, Desire, and the Eucharist in Early Modern Religious Poetry 2011-01-01 desire and truth offers a
major reassessment of the history of eighteenth century fiction by showing how plot challenges or
reinforces conventional categories of passion and rationality arguing that fiction creates and conveys
its essential truths through plot patricia meyer spacks demonstrates that eighteenth century fiction is
both profoundly realistic and consistently daring
Child of Desire 2011-11
States of Desire 1998-12-03
Desire and Truth 1994-03-20
Documents of the City of Boston 1895
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